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Abstract— In this project, a new approach of a Humanoid
robot controlled mobile platform is presented. The robot we are
using is Nao by Aldebaran Robotics. The main reason for
choosing Nao is for its flexibility and versatility. Nao’s wide
range of movements allows it to perform a steering mechanism in
a real world. The Driving behavior for Nao is done by using
NAOqi python SDK and through using Raspberry Pi controller
interface. We use the HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensor for obstacle
range detection in the navigation system to avoid the obstacle in
real time. The system architecture and algorithms used in each
stage are described in this project.
Keywords: Nao humanoid Robot, Navigation, Raspberry Pi,
Ultrasonic sensor, NAOqi.

I. INTRODUCTION
NAO, a humanoid robot which is used by academic
institutions, healthcare industries and research laboratories. It
is originally developed by Aldebaran robotics and later
acquired by Softbank Group in 2015. The robot can be
programmed to walk, speak, and respond to queries and
recognizing the faces [11].
It is made up of a distinct composition of hardware and
software. Naoqi, the operating system of NAO which
controls motors, sensors and Softwares. Such composition of
technologies provides NAO the skill to detect its
surroundings. Using the operating system, NAO is able to
process what it has detected and activated programmed
responses [7], [8].
A. Nao Features
NAO with 25 degrees of freedom and a human like
structure that make him to adapt to the environment around
it. Inertial sensor provides balanced support and helps NAO
to know whether it is standing or lying down.
The tactile sensor in head, hands, feet, as well as ultrasonic
sensor, provides valuable input about the environment [5].
NAO can respond to queries with the help of microphones
and loudspeakers around its head. NAO gets full level of
support and integration in both English and French but it can
also support other languages with certain limitations.
NAO can classify objects and shapes with the help of two
cameras attached to the head.
For the first time the robot needs to be configured for
internet connection and later it can connect to internet
autonomously using ethernet port and Wi-Fi. There are few
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limitations for using artificial intelligence algorithms but
NAO can replicate human behavior.
B. Naoqi-Nao OS:
Naoqi, the operating system of NAO which runs on it and
helps to control the actuators and sensors. The NAO robot is
programmed using framework called Naoqi Framework. The
framework provides the basic requirements of robot-like
resource, parallelism, events and synchronization. It also
supports in uniform communication among different
modules like motion, video and audio, standard
programming and information sharing.
Naoqi is a Linux distribution based on Gentoo, especially
developed for Aldebaran robot needs.
The framework can be developed in cross platform like
Mac or Windows and it uses cross language with
indistinguishable API for both python and C++.
Inbuild API can be accessed from both C++ as well as
from python language. Most of the time behaviors are
developed in python and services in C++.
II. NAVIGATION OF MOBILE ROBOT
A. Autonomous Mobile Platform:
Autonomous mobile robot with self-navigation without
any human intervention are the major robotic research area in
recent times. Such platforms provide many supports without
human interventions in taking humans to guided tour,
unknown environment mapping, product delivery, defense
and healthcare [1]. The designed Mobile robot platform is
shown in figure 1.
The intention of autonomous navigation mobile platform
is to reach a destination point in an environment from a
predefined starting point. The platform also needs to avoid
different obstacles in the path and successfully reaches the
specific end point. The obstacles to be avoided includes
scatted objects, barriers and bumps during navigation in
different terrains [4].
The two principal issues in mobile robot navigation are
localization and path planning. Localization determines the
current position and orientation of the robot with respect to
its environment. The objects around the robot should be
recognized by it. It needs to perceive the items that are
identified as obstacles. Vision system, Sonar, laser range
finder and GPS are used to find range in localization. Group
of cameras are also required for range detection in larger
perspective of environment. In case of path planning, robot
needs to determine collision free path from its initial position
to the final position. [2]
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SDK will allow user to connect with the Nao and also it
enable us to control, send and receive data from Nao to
outside world. This SDK is available for Linux, Windows
and Mac. To use the sonar value from Nao to control the
motor GPIO pins are needed. The Linux system does not
have that feature but Raspberry pi [12] does. Even though we
have GPIO pins in Raspberry pi the Naoqi python SDK is
not available for pi because of its Arm architecture. But to
compile the Naoqi library in Raspberry pi has no proper
documentation so, compiling the library in an unsupported
architecture will completely destroy the board and make it
unusable. Architecture of NAO robot communication is
shown in figure 3.

Figure 1. Mobile Robot Platform Design
MOBILE ROBOTS NAVIGATION:
In the mobile robot navigation, environment can be
dynamic rather than static objects in a fixed map. In such
cases, sensors predict the environment based on the
information collected and modify the motion of the robot to
any new changes [3]. Usually sensor network helps to satisfy
the above requirement. Information from the network are
combined together to solve navigation problem is called as
sensor fusion [6], [10]. The mobile platform with NAO is
shown in figure 2.The three important processes of
navigation are Map learning, Localization and path planning.
Map learning is the process of recording data received from
exploration. Localization is the process of estimating current
position in the map. Path planning helps to find correct path
to reach to the destination position [4].

Figure 2. NAO in Mobile Platform for Navigation
III. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE& RESULTS

Figure 3.Nao Communication
B. Python Socket
Two nodes in a network can be commincate to each other
using socket programming. One node (socket) attends on a
specific port at an IP and other node reaches out to establish
connection. Server acts as listener socket while client reaches
out to the server. Web browsing works on the above process.
In simpler terms there is a server and a client.The client
process flow chart is shown in figure 5.
The socket in python [11] is very simple it uses IPv4 to
connect to the node. When all devices are connected in the
same network the data can be encoded and send it to the
another or same device and decoded in the another or same
computer to use it. Generally, the encode used is UTF-8. The
data can be send or streamed over the network as bytes. The
server Process flow chart is shown in figure 6.
Naoqi python SDK was running in ubuntu computer
client. So, by using this SDK we can take the sonar value
from Nao and send it to Raspberry pi via Socket in python.
For this Nao, computer and Raspberry pi are connected in the
same Wi-Fi network. The computer can be act as a client
between the Nao and Raspberry pi. The pi can act as server.
The data can be stored and processed before it can send to
Raspberry pi. The computer can do all the calculation leaving
Nao and Raspberry pi do less computation while running
continuously. Because of this the Nao and Raspberry pi work
more efficiently with less time delay for each data bytes to
send and receive over thenetwork.

A. Communication between nao and rover
There are many ways to communicate the Nao with the
outside world. The first one is to connect the Nao with the
Arduino using the USB port available. The sonar value from
Nao is send to Arduino and with that it can control the motor
and stepper based on that value. But this way of connecting
Nao and Arduino is difficult and it has no proper
documentation or examples to do that. The next way is to
install the Naoqi python SDK in raspberry pi. This Python
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Figure 4. Client Server
Figure 6. Server Process

C. Programming Using Python and PYNAOQI SDK
Pynaoqi is the python library file which is a software
development kit used for controlling the Nao with python.
Pynaoqi SDK comes with lot of inbuilt functions and
methods which allow the user to access the Nao easily using
python programming language. This SDK is available only
for python
2.7 version. The SDK is free for download from
Aldebaran community website. Installation of this library file
is done by exporting the path of the files with the python 2.7
executable path. This will automatically add the library files
with the python core library files. Now the functions in this
SDK can be imported like normal python import.

E. Programmed Output
The server, Raspberry pi [9], [12] listens for a connection
and the client collects the sonar value from the Nao and
binds with server to transmit and receive the data. The
transmitted data is then processed in the server itself and
response signal is sent to client. The output from client and
server communication is shown in figure 7.

D. Obstacle Avoidance
The processed data should be in the form command that
can be send to server from client. The command should be
turn left, turn right, go straight and obstacle. These
commands are encoded into bytes and send to server. The
turn left command works only when left sonar value is
greaterthan 1 meter and right sonar value is less than 1 meter.
The turn_right command works only when left sonar value is
less than 1 meter and right sonar value is greater than 1
meter. The go_straight command works only when both left
and right sonar values are greater than 1 meter. The obstacle
command works only when both left and right sonar values
are less than 1 meter. These commands are working in the
basis of sonar value. So, "if and elif" condition is used to get
these commands. In a time only one if condition executes
and remaining are terminated. So, this means only one
command issend from client to server in a time that is either
one of these four commands

Figure 7. Client and Server Communication

Figure 5. Client Process
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The output from the server changes according to the sonar
value of the Nao. The result from the server shows that the
Nao and Raspberry pi communicates with each other using
Python Socket and also both systems send and receive data
between each other is clearly identified.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The Nao robot, a humanoid robot has its capabilities of
replicating a few tasks of a human. It got sensors and motors
for motion, vision and voice. In this project, a system
integration between external controller Raspberry pi with
humanoid robot NAO through Python socket wireless
interface to make the humanoid controlled navigation mobile
platform with obstacle avoidance ability.
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